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Limiting distribution of last passage percolation models
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Abstract

We survey some results and applications of last percolation models of which the limiting

distribution can be evaluated.

1 Introduction

Consider a Poisson process of rate 1 in R
2
+. If one is only interested in the points in a square

(0, t) × (0, t), it is equivalent to think of picking N points at random in the square where N itself

is a random variable such that

P
(

N = N
)

=
e−t2(t2)N

N !
, N = 0, 1, 2, · · · . (1)

Given a realization of the process, an up/right path from (0, 0) to (t, t) is a piecewise linear curve

starting from (0, 0) to (t, t) joining Poisson points such that the slope, where defined, is positive.

The length of an up/right path is defined by the number of points on it. Let L(t) be the length

of the longest up/right path from (0, 0) to (t, t), making it a random variable. See Fig. 1 for an

example of a last longest up/rigth path. This is a type of last passage percolation model which is

to find a path that maximizes the total weight (passage time) in a random environment.

Various statistics of L(t) as t → ∞ have been of interest. The basic law is[4]

lim
t→∞

P

(

L(t) − 2t

t1/3
≤ x

)

= F (x) := exp

(

−
∫ ∞

x
(s − x)q2(s)ds

)

(2)

where q(x) is the (unique) solution[24] to the Painleé II equation

q′′ = 2q3 + xq (3)

satisfying the condition

q(x) ∼ −Ai(x), x → +∞ (4)
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Figure 1: Poisson points and a longest up/right path from (0, 0) to (t, t). In this example, L(t) = 4.

where Ai denotes the Airy function. Convergence of all the moments is also proved in the same pa-

per. The limiting distribution F (x) is called the Tracy-Widom distribution, which will be discussed

further in section 3.

This article intends to provide some motivations and applications of the above Poisson last

passage percolation model, and discuss the result (2).

2 Motivations and Applications

Random permutation

Given a realization of the Poisson points in the square (0, t) × (0, t), suppose one label them as

(xi, yπ(i)), i = 1, . . . ,N such that x1 < x2 < · · · < xN . Note that with probability 1 no two points

have the same x- or y-coordinate. Then the indices of the y-coordinates of the points generate

a permutation π. Moreover, an up/right path is mapped to an increasing subsequence of the

corresponding permutation. In the example of Fig. 1, the associated permutation is 629473518

and the increasing subsequence corresponding to the indicated up/right path is 2358. Therefore

denoting the length of the longest increasing subsequence of SN by LN and recalling the property

of the Poisson process discussed earlier, we find that

P
(

L(t) = ℓ) =

∞
∑

N=0

e−t2(t2)N

N !
P
(

LN = ℓ
)

, ℓ ∈ Z. (5)

Using this formula and the so-called de-Poissonization lemma[25] one can extract from the result

(2) that[4]

lim
N→∞

P

(

LN − 2
√

N

N1/6
≤ x

)

= F (x). (6)

The problem of finding various statistics of the longest increasing subsequence of a random

permutation in the large N limit has been known as Ulam’s problem since early 1960’s. The
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Poisson version of the model as in the last passage percolation model above is sometimes called

the Hammersley’s process. See e.g. [1, 16] for more history of this combinatorial problem and its

applications.

Plancherel measure

A partition of N is a sequence of integers λ = {λj}N
j=1 such that λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λN ≥ 0 and such

that the sum of λj ’s is N . Given a partition λ of N , let dλ denote the number of standard Young

tableaux of shape λ (see e.g. [46] for definition). It is a basic result of representation theory of the

symmetric group that dλ is the dimension of the irreducible representation of SN parameterized by

λ. Hence the sum of d2
λ over all partitions λ of N is equal to N . In view of this identity, a natural

probability on the set of partitions of N is the Plancherel measure defined by

P(λ) =
d2

λ

N !
. (7)

Now the famous Robinson-Schensted[45] algorithm states that one can uniquely associate a pair

of Young tableaux of a partition λ of N to each permutation π ∈ SN . Moreover LN (π) is equal to

the largest part λ1 of the corresponding partition. This implies that the distribution of the largest

part λ1 of a random partition of N taken according to the Plancherel measure (7) is precisely equal

to the distribution of LN of a random permutation. Hence the result (6) yields the limiting law for

λ1.

The asymptotic statistics of other parts λ2, λ3, . . . have also been studied. See e.g. [32, 5, 37,

14, 27, 6, 49].

Polynuclear growth (PNG) model

Consider a one-dimensional flat substrate. Suppose that there occur random nucleation events,

which is a Poisson process in the space-time plane. If a nucleation occurs at (x0, t0), an island of

height 1 with zero width is created at position x0 at time t0. As time increases, the island grows

laterally in both directions with speed 1 while keeping its height. Often two growing islands of

same height collide. In that case they form one island and the edges of the amalgamated island

keep growing with the same speed 1. Note that nucleations can occur on top of an existing island,

and hence new islands may be created on an old island. Let h(x, t) be the height of PNG model at

position x at time t. Thus h(x, t) is a piecewise constant function in x for fixed t. An example of

the graph of h(x, t) is in Fig. 2.

One could impose various initial conditions. For now, suppose that the nucleation events occur

only for |x| < t. A different way of describing this condition is that at time t = 0, the substrate
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Figure 2: A snapshot of the height function of a PNG model. The picture on the right is of droplet

initial condition.

satisfies h(0, 0) = 0 and h(x, 0) = −∞ for all x 6= 0, and as time increases, the base substrate itself

grows laterally of speed 1 and nucleations occur only on top of the base substrate (and of course

on top of islands on the base substrate). This condition is called the droplet case. See the picture

on the right in Fig. 2 for an example.

An observation by Prähofer and Spohn[40] is that the PNG model with the droplet initial

condition can be mapped to the above Poisson last passage percolation model. Imagine the space-

time plane in which the Poisson points corresponding to nucleation events are marked by dots. Due

to the droplet condition, the dots are in the forward-light-cone |x| < t, and as the growth speed of

islands is 1, the height at (x1, t1) depends only on the nucleation events in the backward-light-cone

|x − x1| < t1 − t. Therefore, h(x1, t1) depends only on the Poisson points in a rectangle of area

|t21 − x2
1|/2 . By rotating the coordinates by −π/4, and by re-scaling, one ends up with a Poisson

process of rate 1 in a square of area |t21−x2
1|/2. Moreover, one can observe that the height h(x1, t1)

is precisely equal to the length of the longest up/righ path.

By re-interpreting the result (2) in terms of the PNG model using this identification, Prähofer

and Spohn[40] found the following result: for fixed |c| < 1,

lim
t→∞

P

(

h(ct, t) −
√

2(1 − c2)t

((1 − c2)/2)1/6t1/3
≤ x

)

= F (x). (8)

Note that the super-diffusive scaling t1/3 is due to the fact that the height at a position strongly

depends on the heights at the neighboring positions. Actually it has been believed that the expo-

nent 1/3 should be universal for a wide class of one-dimensional random growth models as long as

the spatial correlation is not too weak (see e.g. [13]). Such models are said to be in the KPZ uni-

versality class. In the famous work[30], Kardar, Parisi and Zhang introduced a nonlinear stochastic

differential equation for the surface height h(x, t) as a continuum model for this class of random

growth models, and renormalization group analysis has suggested that the scaling exponent should

be 1/3 for one-dimension case. The PNG model now plays the role of the unique growth model for

which the 1/3 exponent can be rigorously proved. Moreover, one can even establish the limiting

distribution as in (8).
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One might ask what happens if the initial condition is changed. It turned out that while the

scaling exponent is the same, the limiting distribution may change. For instance, instead of the

droplet condition, consider the flat initial condition: the initial substrate is R and nucleation events

could occur at any position on it. Then for any fixed position x, one finds (see [10, 40])

lim
t→∞

P

(

h(x, t) −
√

2t

2−1/6t1/3
≤ x

)

= exp

(

−1

2

∫ ∞

x
q(s)ds

)

· F (x)1/2. (9)

As a second example, consider a PNG model on a half line {x : x ≥ 0}. In this case, one could

imagine the situation such that extra nucleation events occur at x = 0, which corresponds to a

1-dimensional Poisson process in time at x = 0. In other words, there is excessive creation of

islands at the origin. Then depending on the rate α of the creation of islands at the origin, the

height function could have different properties. Indeed if α is big, then the height at x = 0 is

dominated by the creation of islands at the origin, while if α is small, then it is likely that the

islands created at the origin have little effect for the height at x = 0. Thus one expects a transition

of h(0, t) in α, which is actually proved in [10, 42]. On the other hand, at x = ct for a fixed c > 0,

the height is proved to have the fluctuation law given by F (x) for the choices α = 0, 1 [44]. The

authors of [44] also computed height fluction for the transitional case for α = 0, 1 when x ∼ t2/3 in

terms of a Fredholm determinant. It is yet to be seen to obtain a Painlevé II type formula for this

determinant. For further references in this direction, see e.g. [3, 10, 11, 12, 41, 42, 43]. We note

that all these different initial conditions have combinatorial meanings on random permutations and

Plancherel measure.

Particle/anti-particle process

A different description of the PNG model[43] is to regard the right edge of an island as a particle

and the left edge of an island as an anti-particle. Hence there are right-moving particles and

left-moving anti-particles on the real line. Creation of island corresponds to creation of particle

and anti-particle pair, and the fact that two islands stick together when they meet implies that

upon colliding, particle and anti-particle annihilate each other. In this dynamic picture, the height

function is now equal to the total number of the particles and the anti-particles that have crossed

the given position up to the given time.

Random vicious walks

The combinatorics of the longest increasing subsequence and the Plancherel measure have an in-

terpretation as non-intersecting paths, which is sometimes called vicious walks[20]. See e.g. [21, 22,

23, 29] for reference.
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3 Random matrix and universality

The Tracy-Widom distribution F (x) in (2) also appears in a totally different subject; random matrix

theory. The main interest in the random matrix theory is the limiting statistics of the eigenvalues

as the size of matrix tends to infinity. Random matrix theory has very diverse applications in both

mathematics and physics from the spectrum of heavy nuclei to the zeros of Riemann-zeta function

(see e.g. [35, 17, 31]).

Of special interest is the Gaussian unitary ensemble (GUE) which is the set of N ×N Hermitian

matrices H equipped with the probability measure[35]

1

ZN
e−Ntr(H2)dH (10)

where dH is the Lebesque measure and ZN is the normalization constant. In 1994 Tracy and

Widom[48] considered the limiting distribution of the largest eigenvalue ξmax(N) of N×N Hermitian

matrix taken from GUE and found that

lim
N→∞

P
(

(ξmax(N) −
√

2))
√

2N2/3 ≤ x
)

= F (x) (11)

where F (x) is precisely the same function in (2). In other words, upon proper scaling, the largest

eigenvalue of a random Hermitian matrix taken from GUE and the length of the longest up/right

path in the Poisson last passage percolation model have the same limiting law.

It should be mentioned that the analysis of obtaining (2) and (11) are independent. Especially

it is not found whether there is a direct relation between L(t) and ξmax(N) for finite t and N .

Only in the limit t → ∞ and N → ∞, two seemingly different quantities have the same limit after

independent computations. A framework to understand this might be central limit theorem. In the

classical central limit theorem, the sum of n independent identically distributed random variables

converges, after proper scaling, to the Gaussian distribution as n → ∞, irrelevant to the detail of the

random variable. The results (2) and (11) have the similar feature that the two different ‘random

variables’ share the same limiting distribution. So one may expect that the Poisson percolation

model and GUE are two instances of models to which a nonlinear version of central limit theorem

is applied. It is however not known whether there is indeed such a natural nonlinear version of the

central limit theorem with proper general setting that includes the Poisson percolation model and

the GUE. But there are some ‘patches’ of universality results in random matrix theory, and in the

remaining of this section, we discuss some of them.
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Universality of random matrices

A generalization of GUE is the set of Hermitian matrices with the density

1

ZN
e−NtrV (H)dH (12)

where V is an analytic function with sufficient decay properties. We remark that then the eigen-

values ξ1 ≥ ξ2 ≥ · · · ≥ ξN have the density

1

Z ′
n

∏

1≤i<j≤N

|ξi − ξj|2 ·
N
∏

j=1

w(xj) (13)

for some constant Z ′
N and w(x) = e−NV (x). This can be thought of as a Coulomb gas of particles

in R with logarithmic repulsion and external potential w. For general V , the local statistics of

the eigenvalues in the middle of the limiting density of states are found to be independent of V

(see [39, 15, 18]). Moreover, by using the results of [18] and [34], one can also deduce that the

limiting distribution of the largest eigenvalue of random Hermitian matrix taken according to the

probability (12) is generically given by the Tracy-Widom distribution F (x). The special case of

V (x) = x4 + tx2 was obtained by Bleher and Its[15].

The GUE has an alternative definition and a different generalization. Namely, GUE is the

set of Hermitian matrices with independent, except for the Hermitian condition, complex Gaussin

entries. It is direct to check from this definition that the density of the matrix is precisely (10).

A natural generalization is then the random Hermitian matrices of independent entries which are

not necessarily Gaussian. This is called the Wigner matrix[35]. For Wigner matrix, the largest

eigenvalue is found to have the same limit F (x) again[46] (see also [28] for a result regarding

the eigenvalues in the middle of the limiting density of states). Hence the limiting law (11) still

holds true for two different generalizations of GUE, one of density function (12) and the other of

independent entries.

Growth models and discrete orthogonal polynomial ensembles

In addition to the Poisson percolation model, there are a few more isolated examples of percolation

models for which the scaling limit (2) can be obtained. Consider the lattice sites N
2. Suppose

that we assign a random variable X(i, j) at each site (i, j) ∈ N
2. We further assume that X(i, j)

are independent and identically distributed. Consider an up/right path π from the site (1, 1) to

(M,N), which is a collection of neighboring sites {(ik, jk)} such that (ik+1, jk+1)− (ik, jk) is either

(1, 0) or (0, 1). Let Π(M,N) denote the set of up/right paths from (1, 1) to (M,N), and define

L(M,N) := max
π∈Π(M,N)

{

∑

(i,j)∈π

X(i, j)

}

. (14)
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If X(i, j) are positive random variables, an interpretation is that X(i, j) is the passage time at the

site (i, j), and L(M,N) is the last passage time to travel from (1, 1) to (M,N) along an admissible

up/right path. The Poisson percolation model is a continuum version of this more general directed

last passage percolation model.

For general random variables X(i, j), the scaling limit law (2) is an open problem, but when the

random variable X(i, j) is either geometric or exponential, (2) is proved[26]. Also if the definition

of the up/right paths is modified, there are a few more isolated cases for which (2) is obtained (see

e.g. [48, 27, 2]). However all the cases such that (2) is proved share the common feature that they all

have an interpretation as a version of the longest increasing subsequence of a random (generalized)

permutation, and all of them have the same algebraic structure (see e.g. [38, 9]). Hence it is an

open question to prove the universality result (2) for a general random variable X(i, j) which does

not have such a structure.

The geometric percolation model above has an alternative representation. Consider the density

function on the set of particles ξ1 > ξ2 > · · · > ξN ≥ 0, ξj ∈ N ∪ {0}, given by (13). The only

change is that the ‘particles’ ξj lie on a discrete set instead of a continuous set. Sometimes this

is called the ‘discrete orthogonal polynomial ensemble’, while (13) with continuous weight w is

called the ‘continuous orthogonal polynomial ensemble’. A result of Johansson[26] is that for the

geometric percolation model, L(M,N) has the same distribution (except for a minor translation

change) as the ‘largest particle’ ξ1 in the discrete orthogonal polynomial ensemble with the special

choice w(x) =
(x+M−N

x

)

qx (assuming that M ≥ N).

Hence one may wonder whether the discrete orthogonal polynomial ensemble with general weight

w have universal properties just like its continuous weight counterpart (13). This is indeed proved

to be the case in [7, 8] for a wide class of discrete weight w. The analysis extends the Deift-

zhou steepest-descent method[19] of Riemann-Hilbert analysis to the discrete interpolation setting

(see also [33, 36]). For general discrete weights w, it is not clear if discrete orthogonal polynomial

ensembles have any percolation-type interpretation, but the universality of (13) for both continuous

and discrete weights provides a linkage of the result (11) for GUE and the result (2) for the geometric

percolation model.
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